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1. Nasiliye – pod arest [Russian edition of "Arrest the Violence: Human Rights Violations Against Sex
Workers in 11 Countries in Central and Eastern Europe and Central Asia"]. [Hungary]: Sex Workers'
Rights Advocacy Network, 2009. 76p., very good in 9x6 inch wraps, text in Russian. (#198706) $20.00
2. Open Road. No. 6 (Spring 1978). Vancouver, BC: Open Road, 1978. Single issue of Open Road, a
Vancouver-based anarchist-oriented newspaper; 19 pages, 16.5x11.5 inches, very good, centerfold poster is
dedicated to Mary-Louise Berneri. (#182905) $20.00
Contents include "Putting the finger on rapists" (about feminists publicly shaming rapists), update on conviction
of George Jackson Brigade bank robber Rita Brown, an excerpt from Jonah Raskin's novel "Underground," and
much more.
3. Through the looking glass: A women's & children's prison newsletter. vol. 3 no. 6. Seattle, WA: TTLG c/o
Gay Community Social Services, [1978-?]. Single issue of the newsletter, this one including an interview with
Joann Little (in prison for killing her rapist), Emily Harris writing about prison conditions, and more. (#202903)
$25.00
4. Voices Rooted in Truth Shake the Sky: a decade of Artists Against Rape. San Francisco: Artists Against
Rape, 2006. 61p., tall, narrow volume (11x5.5 inch "upright") bound with twine through punch-holes, pictorial
cover, very good copy; program for a tenth anniversary celebration laid in. (#183941)
$15.00
Collection of poetry with biographies of the contributors, several of whom had experience in the sex industry.
5. What every woman should know about self-protection. San Francisco: Police department, University of
California San Francisco, 1975. 15p., very good in staplebound wraps. 1975 edition of the 1972 booklet produced
by Scriptographic, with its recognizable style of cartoons and bi-color text. (#186058)
$12.00
6. Women Against Violence in Pornography & Media .
Newspage [25 issues]. Berkeley: Berkeley Women's Center,
1977 - 1980. Variously 4p. to 12p., 11 x 8.5 inch newsletter
format, mailing labels, most folded for mailing (now unfolded),
some staple removal holes, signs of handling.Issues present are
Vol. I nos. 3, 5, 6, 7; Vol. 2 nos. 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, unnumbered
special issue: conference report, Feb 79; Vol. 3 nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 10; Vol. 4 nos. 1, 2, 4, vol. V no. 4, vol. 6 no. 11, and vol. 7
no. 1 (#67965) $100.00
7. Agtuca, Jacqueline R. in collaboration with the Asian Women's Shelter. A community secret; for the Filipina
in an abusive relationship. Seattle: Seal Press, 1994. ISBN: 1878067443. 70p., illustrated with drawings, figures
and photos, very good first revised edition in original pictorial wraps. (#103225) $15.00
8. Alpert, Barbara, et al. The Women's Page. [five issues]. San Francisco: the newspaper, 1970-71. Five issues
of the tabloid format newspaper, evenly toned, generally very good; issues present are 1, 2, "Supplement no. 3"
(this one with a piece torn off at the top margin, not reaching text), 4, and 5. Unsure if number three is the regular
issue or a supplement to it. (#190513)
$60.00
Discussion of feminist activism and daily life in the San Francisco area. An article in no. 2 starkly criticizes an
art show at SF State as sexist (it involved two named "hip men of the art department" painting on the nude bodies
of women, whom they then chased around in a performance piece); an editorial criticizes corporate child care,
while a long interior article criticizes the "prison guards" who stultify the women's movement.
9. Astra. Battle cries. London: Women's Aid Federation England, 1981. ISBN: 0950787000. unpaginated,
5.75x8.25 inches, poems, afterword, very good in lightly-sunned stapled pictorial wraps. Poems on the abuse of
women. (#110458) $18.00

10. Bancroft, Kimberly, Jane Benson, Allison Brown, Sally Edwards, Laurie Foster,
and Lori Palmer. Working against rape. This booklet was written by a collective of
women from the Stanford area. Palo Alto: Up Press, 1977. 24p., wraps slightly toned.
(#144925) $15.00
11. Baron, Larry and Murray A. Straus. Four theories of rape in American society:
a state-level analysis. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989. ISBN: 0300045190.
xiv, 250p., references, appendixes, index, tables, figures, very good first edition in
cloth boards and unclipped dj. (#206487) $15.00
12. Barrios, Dina, et. al. El encuentro inesperado ¡Fotonovela completa! Un
encunetro que ella JAMAS imaginó ... Los Angeles: East Los Angeles Rape Hotline,
1983. 32p., 5.5x8.5 inches, text in Spanish, fotonovela (story told with b&w photos)
aimed at rape prevention, very good first edition booklet in stapled pictorial wraps.
(#111582) $25.00
13. Busia, Abena P. A., Molara Ogundipe-Leslie, Dr. Nahid Toubia, Asma Mohamed Abdel Halim et al. Gender
violence and women's human rights in Africa. New Brusnwick: Center for Women's Global Leadership, 1994.
iv, 42p., 5.25x8.5 inches, preface, foreword, essays, footnotes, small discolored strip at top of front cover
otherwise a very good first edition in stapled wraps. (#134084) $20.00
14. California NOW Inc., of the National Organization for Women. Child sexual abuse. San Jose: Child Sexual
Abuse Task Force, [1977]. unpaginated, 8.5x11 inches, articles, reproduced news and magazine clippings,
resources, outline of policies, appendixes, brochures and pamphlets in rear pocket, very good report in plasticbound report covers. (#193509) $45.00
15. California Youth Authority et al. Ministering to victims of family violence; a conference of clergy,
seminarians. religious educators and leaders; Wednesday, October 3th, 1985, First Congregational Church,
Oakland California. Oakland: The California Youth Authority et al, 1985. unpaginated, 8.5x11 inches, about 200
photocopied sheets in stapled wraps. (#112980) $20.00
16. Cházaro, Angélica; Jennifer Casey. Getting away with murder: Guatemala's failure to protect women
and Rodi Alvarado's quest for safety. San Francisco: Center for Gender and Refugee Studies, University of
California, Hastings College of Law, 2005. 25p. plus appendices, 8.5x11 inches, very good in wraps. Also
included is a 2006 update report from the same Center, "Guatemala's femicides and the ongoing struggle for
women's human rights," with highlighting. (#209484)
$15.00
Alvarado was pressured to marry a Guatemalan soldier at age 15 and was abused and raped with impunity, until
she fled to the US and sought asylum in a series of procedures that dragged on for years.
17. Clarke, Elissa with Jane Slaughter, Enid Eckstein, Connye Harper, Rita Drapkin. Stopping sexual
harassment; a handbook. Detroit: Labor Education and Research Project, 1980. 51p., wraps, second printing,
6.5x8.5 inches. (#77098)
$15.00
18. Colatosti, Camille and Elissa Karg. Stopping sexual harassment; a handbook for union and workplace
activists. Detroit: Labor Notes, 1992. ISBN: 0914093061. iv, 118p., wraps. At head of title page: A labor notes
book. (#72281) $10.00
19. Edwards, Alison. Rape, racism and the white women's movement: an answer to Susan Brownmiller.
Chicago: Sojourner Truth Organization, [1975?]. 31p., wraps, price sticker shadow on front wrap, general soiling
to covers. (#62130)
$15.00

20. Gomez-Preston, Cheryl, with Randi Resifeld. When no means no; a guide to sexual harassment. New
York: Carol Publishing Group, 1993. ISBN: 155972143x. xi, 183p., very good first edition in quarter-cloth boards
and unclipped dj. (#35981)
$12.00
The African American Detroit policewoman was so harassed on the job that she successfully sued the department,
and founded a nonprofit institute to deal with the problem.
21. Gordon, Vivian Verdell, et. al. Confusion by any other name: essays exploring the
negative impact of THE BLACKMAN'S GUIDE TO UNDERSTANDING THE
BLACKWOMAN. Chicago: Third World Press, 1990. ISBN: 0883781484. v, 40p.,
second edition, second printing, wraps. (#30625) $12.00
Critiques of an influential pop psych book promoting male domination of women.
22. Hall, Mary Miller, "Midge". Prostitution of our Constitution; the darkside of the
law. Tucson: Knimi, 1998. 70p. + approximately 150 pages of documents in facsimile,
photo portrait wraps (cover, police photo injuries to face; back wrap, uninjured). The
African American author's attempt to shed a violent spouse, and resistance in police and
judicial systems. (#48682)
$12.00
A sequel to Hall's "Deaf, Dumb and Black." Spouse began as a drunk, once held her
down to look for the "666" he was sure was carved into her forehead. He not too
gradually became very dangerous. The cover photo was one of a number, photos were also taken of injuries to
her leg and chest. Only the first was ever released to her, after years of police stalling.
23. Henry, Imani,et al. The case of the Jersey 4. [Northern California]: n.pub., [2007]. Four-page newsprint
brochure in tabloid newspaper format, unfolds into a 14x20 inch wall poster (here folded twice to 10x7 inches),
paper slightly toned, otherwise very good. (#178443)
$12.00
On the case of four Black lesbian women sentenced to prison for having stabbed a man who assaulted them in the
West Village. Includes "Why the Left has refused to engage in the Jersey 4 case" by Ralowe, and "The right of
self-defense" by Tory.
24. Hoffmann, Cecilia. Issue brief on rape. Quezon City, Philippines: Women in Politics Program,
Congressional Research and Training Service, 1994. 11p., wraps, 8.5x11 inches. Also included is a report from
the Issue Forum on Rape, same year and same publisher, discussing the legal and governmental ramifications of
rape and efforts to prevent it. Two items together. (#134929)
$18.00
25. Holliday, Laurel. The violent sex; male psychobiology and the evolution of consciousness. Guerneville, CA:
Bluestocking Books, 1978. ISBN: 0931458013. 254p., very good first edition trade paperback in pictorial wraps.
(#26321)
$15.00
26. Inwood, Paula. Safehouse. Nashville: Winston-Derek Publishers, Inc, 1992. ISBN: 1555233570. 332p., first
edition trade paperbound, 9 x 6 inch coated wraps, mildest signs of handling. (#76952)
$15.00
The author "volunteered in the first battered women's shelters in the United States, helping clients express their
intense feelings.. Increasingly, her work [other non-fiction, novels & stories] explores her Native American
heritage.. she teaches Art and Art History in the Berkeley Public Schools"
27. Jahan, Roushan. Hidden danger: women and family violence in Bangladesh. Dhaka, Bangladesh: Women
for Women, 1994. vii, 165p., wraps, library label taped on spine. (#137639)
$15.00
28. Jang, Deeana L., Leni Marin & Gail Pendleton, editors, photographs by Nina Winter. Domestic violence in
immigrant and refugee communities: asserting the rights of battered women, 2nd edition. San Francisco:
Family Violence Prevention Fund, 1997. 170p. + appendices, 8.5x11 inch reports in a tab-separated three-ring

binder, tables, charts, facsimile documents, very good. (#186533)

$45.00

29. Kushner, Leah Pesa. Dragonchild; one lesbian's journey of survival through a childhood of battering
and sexual abuse. Iowa City: Iowa City Women's Press, 1984. 94p., very good first edition trade paperback in
pictorial wraps. (#36205)
$25.00
Poetry of oppression: 'I am a Jew - a working class, fat lesbian/Always been told i was fat/Always been a
lesbian/I am a survivor.
30. Lobel, Kerry, editor. Naming the violence; speaking out about lesbian battering. Seattle: The Seal
Press/National Coalition Against Domestic Violence Lesbian Task Force, 1986. ISBN: 0931188423. 232p.,
inscribed and signed by Lobel, Suzanne Pharr and Beth Richie to Del Martin, very good first edition trade
paperback in purple wraps. (#104409) $18.00
31. Lopez-Jones, Nina, editor; International Prostitutes Collective. Some mother's daughter: the hidden
movement of prostitute women against violence. London: Crossroads, 1999. ISBN: 095177758X. 180p., faded
spine, very good in wraps. (#191996)
$12.00
32. Martin, Del. Battered wives; revised, updated. Volcano, CA: Volcano Press, 1981. ISBN: 0912078707. xvii,
281p., wraps. (#116301) $10.00
33. Bill Dewart's Street Survival Seminar [handbill]. San Francisco: the
Seminar, [1982]. 8.5x11 inch handbill, very good, year rubberstamped on
blank verso by the original archivist. (#214685)
$12.00
Dewart adapted tae kwon do to urban crime defense. The seminar was held
at the San Francisco Body Sculpturing Center at 1044 Post Street, which
advertised in gay newspapers. The graphic on the flyer would seem to
suggest women's self-defense.
34. Mead, Claire [logo design]. Break the silence around lesbian
battering [brochure]. Washington DC: National Coalition Against
Domestic Violence, [1980s]. 8 panel brochure folded to 3.5x8.5 inches, texts
in English and Spanish, very good folded brochure, black text and logo on
lavender stock. (#189392)
$20.00
Informational brochure on domestic violence in lesbian relationships.
35. Mirikitani, Janice. Watch out! We're Talking. San Francisco: Glide Word Press, 1993. ISBN: 0962257427.
xiv, 206p, wraps with art and poetry on inside covers, inscribed by author, prose, poetry, and life stories of incest
and abuse victims (women and men) who participated in Glide Church of San Francisco's drug recovery
programs. (#168350)
$20.00
Mirikitani is Glide Church minister Cecil Williams's wife.
36. National Women's Aid Federation. Battered Women Need Refuges. London: Rye Express, [1976]. 46p,
wraps, 6 x 8 inches, informational pamphlet on the confederation of Women's Aid Groups in Great Britain.
(#165280)
$12.00
37. Nowrojee, Binaifer, consultant and writer. Shattered lives, sexual violence during the Rwandan genocide
and its aftermath. New York: Human Rights Watch, 1996. ISBN: 1564322084. (#149640)
$20.00
Based on interviews with survivors. In some cases the rapists were directed to declare they had infected the
victim with AIDS.
38. Ogawa, Dr. Brian. Walking on Eggshells; practical counsel for women in or leaving a violent

relationship. Volcano, CA: Volcano Press, 1996. ISBN: 1884244114. xii, 49p., softbound, 9x6 inch glossy
wraps; reprint of 1989 text, clean and sound, a very good copy. (#177809)
$17.00
Uses concepts such as the Noh mask from Japanese theater to discuss the figurative masks women wear in
abusive relationships.
39. Ormes Quizar, Robin. My turn to weep: Salvadoran refugee women in Costa Rica. Westport: Bergin &
Garvey, 1998. ISBN: 0897895401. xvii, 196 p., introduction, works cited, index, very good first edition in
original publisher's cloth. (#88836)
$15.00
Interviews with and case studies of Salvadoran women refugees who relate the hardships suffered at the hands of
the military and their own male family members.
40. Parisian, Julia Anne. Towards an understanding of abuse in the dating relationships of college students:
the relevance of the feminist / social control model. A dissertation submitted to Michigan State University.
MSU: Department of Psychology, 1990. xii, 368p., standard leaves in a sound copyshop binding, utilitarian card
covers that have lost their label. Lost label shadow else good. (#160747) $15.00
41. Pettifer, Shirley and Janet Torge. A book about sexual assault.
Montreal, Canada: Montreal Health Press, 1979. 48p., wraps, paper toned
else very good condition, 7.25x10 inches, first edition. Pamphlet. (#207848)
$25.00
42. Renzetti, Claire M. Violent betrayal: partner abuse in lesbian
relationships. Newbury park: SAGE, 1992. ISBN: 0803938896. 201p.,
preface, references, appendixes, index, tables, very good first edition trade
paperback in pictorial wraps. (#204727) $15.00
43. Rigel, Tesa. me(mories): the poems. no place: Self-published by the
author, 2005. 88p., some warping of photo-portrait cover and damp-rippling
of much of the paperstock, no staining and no ownership or other marks,
first edition self-published trade paperback in pictorial wraps. (#211764)
$20.00 Poetry reflecting on surviving an incestuous pedophile father.
African American author.
44. Ryan, Vern Elder. Lord, Where Were You When I Was Being Abused? n.p.: Immanuel Publishing
Company / CAM Ministries, 2005. ISBN: 09774642050995. 72p., illustrated with color photos: of gushing water,
of the author. Softbound in 8.5x5.5 inch decorated wraps; no ownership or other markings, clean and sound, a
very good copy. (#220101)
$15.00
45. San Francisco Women Against Rape. Sexual Assault: prevention, education, empowerment, change
[brochure]. San Francisco: San Francisco Women Against Rape, no date. Eight-panel brochure folded to 3.5x8.5
inches, white stock printed black and lavender with testimonies from young men and women and guidance
suggestions, services and resources on rear panel, very good. (#219023) $15.00
46. Simms, Carol Denise. What happened to Suzy. New York: Carlton Press Corp., A Geneva Book, 1995.
ISBN: 0806250135. xii, 202p., first edition cloth boards, a hardbound vanity-press item; very good hardcover in
dj, signed by author. This first novel grew out of the author's childhood abuse experience. (#204668)
$35.00
47. [Thomas, Dorothy Q., director] Women's Rights Project. Criminal injustice; violence against women in
Brazil. New York: Human Rights Watch, 1991. ISBN: 1564320480. i+70p., 6x9 inches, introduction, footnotes,
very good in original stapled wraps. Signed by Dorothy Q. Thomas, director of Women's Rights Project. An
Americas Watch Report. (#104301)
$20.00

48. United States. House of representatives. Research into violent behavior: domestic violence. Hearings
before the subcommittee on domestic and international scientific planning, analysis and cooperation of the
committee on science and technology U. S. house of representatives ninety-fifth congress second session /
February 14, 15, 16, 1978 (no. 60) printed for the use of the committee on science and technology. Washington,
D. C: GPO, 1978. iv, 1041p., texts and testimony reproduced in various typefaces; buff printed wraps, a little
edgeworn with some light corner-creasing. (#73824)
$15.00
49. Warrior, Betsy. Working on wife abuse. Cambridge, MA: the author, 1978.
110p., 8.5x11 inches, sixth revised expanded edition, very good in wraps.
(#147444)
$25.00
50. Women's Legal Bureau, Inc. Babae /
Karapatan mong maging ligtas sa
karahasan. Itigil ang karahasan laban
sa kababaihan! [poster]. Quezon City:
the Bureau, n.d.. 13.5x15.5 inch poster
with artwork by Adrian Mendoza
depicting a bruised woman behind bars.
Original address has been neatly pasted
over with a thin printed strip giving the new contact information. Minor
handling wear, very good. "Woman: The right to be safe from violence.
Stop the violence against women!" (#198486)
$45.00
51. Wyatt, Gail Elizabeth. Stolen women; reclaiming our sexuality, taking
back our lives. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1997. ISBN: 0471124508.
xxii, 295p., first edition boards in dust jacket, fine copy signed by author on the title page. By and about African
American women. (#180694) $15.00
52. Zambrano, Myrna M. Mejor sola que mal acompañada; for the Latina in an abusive relationship/para la
mujer golpeada. Seattle: Seal Press, 1985. 241p., preface, introduction, appendix, glossary, bibliography, bilingual
text in English and Spanish, very good second printing trade paperback in orange printed wraps. (#25178) $15.00
53. Clear Kenneth Johnson. Buffalo, NY: The Kenneth Johnson Defense Fund, [1976]. Six-panel brochure,
4.75x8.5 inches, very good. On the case of an African American community activist in prison for rape; alleges
that he has been framed and lists cases from the past of false rape charges deployed against African American
men. (#177697) $20.00
54. Fein, Judith. [Two handbills advertising tear gas
certification classes by the feminist self-defense
expert]. San Francisco: Judith Fein, [1981]. Two
somewhat different 8.5x11 inch handbills announcing
classes taught by Fein in San Francisco. Very good.
Undated, but one has the date of 1981 rubberstamped in
the lower left corner by the collector who originally
saved these. (#214541) $20.00
Fein was the author of "Exploding the Myth of SelfDefense," "Are you a target?" and other works.

